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Top knotch scrutiny,
(top knotch scrutiny)
Does it feel rewarding?
Can I interest you in wasting my time?
It only has one calorie.
Shot clock violate me,
(Shot clock violate me)
You're still avoiding
All confrontation at any cost.
Good looking out.

Another test,
Well I'm waiting.
I got my number 2 pencil.
Shall I bubble in
Or should I describe in words how to amplify fiascos?

I'm a deceiver,
All of the above won't change me.
I'm a believer, 
In doing things the easy way.

Top knotch scrutiny,
(Top knotch scrutiny)
Does it feel rewarding?
Can I interest you in wasting my time?
It only has one calorie.
Shot clock violate me,
(Shot clock violate me)
You're still avoiding
All confrontation at any cost.
Good looking out.

A five minute break
Won't save me.
I'm aborting this liaison.
Hung up to dry soaked in your eyes to observe.
I can't elude surveillance.

I'm a deceiver,
Maybe I'll grow up some day.
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Under achiever,
Is all you'll ever see in me.

Time's up,
Pencils down.
This is life,
I can't fail.
Time's up,
Pencils down.
This is life,
I can't fail.
(Yes please,)
Time's up,
Pencils down.
(Reduce me.)
This is life,
I can't fail.
(Yes please,)
Time's up,
Pencils down.
(Reduce me.)
This is life,
I can't fail.

Top knotch scrutiny,
(Yes please,)
Does it feel rewarding?
(Reduce me.)
Can I interest you in wasting my time?
(Yes please,)
It only has one calorie.
(Reduce me.)
Shot clock violate me,
(Yes please,)
(Shot clock violate me)
You're still avoiding
(Reduce me.)
All confrontation at any cost.
(Yes please,)
Good looking out.
(Reduce me.)

Yes please,
Reduce me.

But the pain comes out.
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